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How do lesser known stories from the Western Front expand our understanding of the
Australian experience of the First World War?"

Popular mythology regards World War 1 as the birth of the Australian national identity- a
time when the newly federated nation united to support the mother country. Initial
enthusiasm to contribute reflected Australia's commitment to Britain. Shortly before
becoming Prime Minister, Andrew Fisher declared: "Australians will stand beside the
mother country to help and defend her to our last man and our last shilling". Australia's
contribution was significant, nearly 60,000 dead and 150,000 casualties from its population
of 5 million people. Despite enduring terrible hardship, the army forged a reputation on the
Western Front such that Belgians and French continue to hold them in high esteem. For
many WW1 represented a moment "when Australians and the world saw clearly for the first
time the qualities that made Australians a distinct people" (Crotty, 2020). Arguably, it was
an opportunity to prove their worth and gain respect, individually and as a nation. Yet, as
these lesser known stories from the Western Front suggest, it was less of a-coming-of-age
moment than it is believed. They suggest that despite this national pride, Australia remained
a resource for Britain.
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A group portrait of Australian soldiers in source 3 after a snow fight at a training camp in
England is indicative of the Australians' youthful naivety, with many enlisting to see the
world. When Great Britain declared war on Germany in 1914, bringing Australia
automatically into the war, thousands of young Australian men volunteered for the
Australian Imperial Force. Clearly, duty called, given the powerful cultural narrative around
Australia being British - as demonstrated by Prime Minister Fisher. Australians were
prepared to risk their lives to help protect the 'Mother Country'. At the same time, other
motives existed in "the opportunity to go overseas being irresistible, they saw it as like a
working holiday," says Historian Barbara Hawerkamp. This adventurous spirit was found in
letters home where battles with the Germans were described as 'a day on the sporting

field'. //So, things are pretty lively - four of our 18 pilots gone in two days/' reported 2nd
Lieutenant Raymond Brownell (AWM PR83/231). In a separate letter Lieutenant Thomas
Edols stated, "The squadron got its 100[th] Hun this morning, not bad going for 8 months
work" (AWM PR 86/385). Letters show the light-hearted spirit that soldiers presented to the
world and reflects a popular view of the war as an adventurous experience.
Had to make a good getaway from well over the Hun lines about a week ago.-.Two of
us rather foolishly wandered too far into Hunland yesterday evening and were dived

on by six Huns, and once again we had to make a hasty retreat - Lieutenant Thomas
Edols (AWM PR 86/385).
However, as the war went on and Australians experienced significant losses, enthusiasm for
the war effort waned. The 'air war', fought above the trenches was very different from that
in dug outs surrounded by barbed wire with constant shelling and artillery.
Australian soldiers were exposed to the front line in large numbers — partly due to the
reputation they had forged at Gallipoli, built on their experience in harsh environments.
While this added to Australian national pride as a military force to be reckoned with, it also
prompted Britain to sacrifice Australian soldiers on the Western Front to draw the fire since
they seemed to have the highest chance of survival. Australia's casualty rate was the highest
in the British Empire at 65 per cent in proportion to forces fielded. The battle of Fromelles is
considered the worst single conflict in Australian military history with 5,533 casualties and
over 23,000 casualties over a 6-week period. This attack was essentially a diversionary tactic
to stop Germans from sending reinforcements south to counter the Great British offensive
on the Somme. Private Jim Cleworth of the 29th battalion, Australian Imperial Force, said
"Fromelles was a confusion at best. It was a bloody butcher's shop, it was terrible." As
Australian soldiers continued to be placed in impossible situations, letters describe the
helplessness of watching friends and colleagues fall. Lieutenant Owen Lewis wrote, "I saw
one of our aeroplanes go down absolutely out of control and it subsequently turned out to
be Streeter and Tarent" (AWM PR00709).
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Monthly Field General Courts IVIartial (FGCM) on the Western Front. 1918
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While the Australians had established a reputation at Gallipoli, their experiences on the
Western Front led them to question their allegiance to British military leaders. The data in
the courts martial of source 7 demonstrates that the number of Australian desertions was

considerably higher than that of Canadian soldiers; the Australian total monthly desertions
surging to 716 cases in October 1918, over four times the Canadian total of 164 for that
month. This peak suggests Australians' ongoing stress in overwhelming circumstances taking
its toll. Australian and New Zealand losses were proportionately higher than those of
Canada, perhaps explaining the disparity around their respective number of desertions.
Australian soldiers were critical of British military leadership which seemed ignorant of
battlefield realities. In a letter to his mother in July 1918, Private Simpson wrote, "England
would have been in a sorry way if it were not for the few Colonials that are over
here."(AWM, n.d.) This quote reflects a growing feeling that despite their allegiance to

Britain, Australia's contribution to the war effort was under appreciated — Australians were
not in any way equal. As early as 1916 there was evidence of doubts replacing national
pride, 'you may as well be injured than staying there'. In a letter Major Walter Claridge
wrote "I was thankful to get [wounded] as it got me out of the firing line for a rest"(22nd
battalion, n.d.). By 1918, having lost thousands of Australians, it is perhaps no surprise the
number of desertions increased. "As the war entered its fourth year men became weary of
the continuing ordeal and cases of absence became more common" (Stanley 2011). These
high desertion rates may also reflect Australians 'becoming increasingly cynical, less
patriotic and more focused on survival.' At the same time, venereal disease increased with
just under 30,000 cases in France alone from 1916 to 1918.
Just as many believed the war was an opportunity to gain respect, some Indigenous
Australians enlisted, hoping to prove themselves equal to Europeans. Many identified with
the British culture, having been removed from their Aboriginal families as children. Private

Douglas Grant 16th Battalion illustrates, /a native of Australia, adopted in infancy and
educated by my foster parents whose honoured name I bear, imbued me with the feelings
and spirit of love of home, honour and patriotism' (Pengram, 2020). Approximately 1,000
Indigenous Australians of estimated population of 93,000 enlisted. Like the Australian
colonial society on the fringes of the British empire, the Indigenous Australians were at the
margins of European-Australian society. In the AIF, Indigenous soldiers served under the
same conditions as other AIF members and experienced equal treatment for the first time.
Some may have even hoped that through serving their country they would receive greater
equality upon returning. (AWM, n.d.).
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Arguably, the way in which Australian horses were requisitioned and treated by the British
in some ways parallels the experience of the Australian soldiers. Both were treated as
British resources. During WW1, the army requisitioned around 130,000 horses from the
civilian population —a significant contribution for Australians, who relied on horses for
farming and for transport. In source 5, Harold Septimus Power's Evacuation of wounded
horses in the battle line reveals the suffering of animals in the war on the Western Front.
The experience of the Light Horse in the Middle East is legendary but the involvement on
the Western Front is lesser known. Two mounted regiments played key roles on the
Western Front in a number of battles and as the eyes and ears of the army at the end of the
war when roads became impassable to vehicles. Like Australian soldiers, Australian horses;

Walers, experienced great hardship. They arrived in Paris from Cairo to the worst winter in
30 years with few rugs. Many were killed and wounded in battle and at the end of the war,
were sold or shot. Just as the Australian soldiers suffered terribly on the western front, so
too did the Australian horses.

The lesser known stories of the Australian soldiers' experience on the Western Front and
the Indigenous participation in WW1 give insight into the overall Australian engagement.
Australian soldiers and horses, experienced in challenging physical environments, were wellequipped to fight in the difficult conditions. Yet, as the lesser known stories indicate, the
adventure came at great cost. While the experience at Gallipoli is regarded as a defining
moment for Australian national identity, the experience on the Western Front was a bitter
one. Many Australians believed they were proving themselves, yet the Western Front
experience led them to believe their contribution was not appreciated by Britain. Equally,
Indigenous soldiers returning home found their efforts unrecognised and they remained
non-citizens of the country they had fought for. Therefore it is necessary to recognise all
stories including lesser known ones to fully understand the Australian experience of the
Western Front.
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